
Hi, nice to meet you! My name is Iris Dijkers and i’m an 
amsterdam based creative girl.
on A Dash Of Fash I share everything  that makes me 
and my followers happy in life: from the prettiest 
shoes & handbags, fun outfit styling to beautiful 
places to travel. life is short, so you better enjoy it!

I started my blog shortly after graduating from the 
art academy in Rotterdam. what started as my own 
fun and creative project where I could share my love 
for fashion has now become a full-time job.

anything that makes me happy in life ends up on a dash 

of fash. i ’m always looking for new ways to inspire 
my followers. being authentic is important to me and 
this is what makes a dash of fash a go-to place for 
moodlifting inspiration, where my loyal followers 
come back to on a daily basis.

working with me means i will spend time creating 
unique and beautiful content, raising brand 
awareness with a loyal group of followers.

xoxo Iris
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a dash of fash mediakit



details on specific projects available upon request.

BRANDS I WORK WITH INCLUDE:

fashion
jimmy choo
calvin klein 

escada
rebelle

nike
diesel

scotch & soda
urban outfitters
designer-vintage
7 for all mankind

tommy hilfiger
topshop
zalando

furla
jerome dreyfuss

lk bennett
american vintage

parfois

watches & jewelry
swarovski

monica vinader
cluse
fossil

beauty
armani

givenchy
l’oreal

clinique
aussie
aveda

origins

travel
the hoxton
soho house

citizen m
radisson red

maya tulum resort 
kong arthur hotel

lifestyle
mercedes-benz

tesla
google
netflix

abn amro 
tanqueray

bombay sapphire
disaronno
tia maria

west wing

a dash of fash collaborations



150.000
monthly uniques

185.000
followers

TARGET AUDIENCE

PERFORMANCE PER POST

a dash of fash instagram

 average of 70.000 visitors
 average of 6000 likes

PROFILE REACH



150.000
monthly uniques

25.000
monthly page views

TOP COUNTRIES

PERFORMANCE PER POST

a dash of fash blog

TARGET AUDIENCE

1. netherlands

2. united states

3. united kingdom

4. germany

5. france

gender and age

BLOG REACH



150.000
monthly uniques

 2 instagram 
 1 blog post 

a dash of fash rates

1 instagram post
€1200

2 instagram posts
€1750

1 instagram post
+ 1 blog post

€1750


